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Abstract. We propose a new statistical modeling approach that we
call Sequential Adversarial Auto-encoder (SAAE) for learning a synthesis
model for motion sequences. This model exploits the adversarial idea that
has been popularized in the machine learning field for learning accurate
generative models. We further propose a conditional variant of this model
that takes as input an additional information such as the activity which
is performed in a sequence, or the emotion with which it is performed,
and which allows to perform synthesis in context.
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Introduction

Synthesizing realistic motion capture data is a key issue in the animation domain.
A number of statistical models have been proposed for designing such synthesis
systems with the expectation of producing highly realistic animation by learning
these statistical models from large corpora of motion capture data [2,6]. These
works rely on markovian models such as Hidden Markov models (HMMs) or
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs). Such models rely on an assumption on the
shape of the probability distribution of the data, which is usually strong and
may lead to bad performance. We propose a new generative framework that we
call Sequential Adversarial Auto-encoder (SAAE). It builds on recent advances
in adversarial learning and on sequence autoencoders [9,4]. One may interest of
adversarial learning is that it does not make any assumption on the distribution
of the data. We propose here a specifi model for dealing with sequences and with
motion capture data.
Moreover in the animation area, one needs to capture multiple variant styles
of motions for controlling each animation character, a key feature is the high
level control a designer may have on a synthesized animation. Few motion editing
techniques have been proposed, such as inverse kinematics, style transfering, etc
[7,5,8]. With this goal in mind we propose a variant of our framework enabling
taking into account in the learning stage as well as during the synthesis stage
such side information (e.g. activity, emotion, age, gender etc.)
?
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Sequential Adversarial AutoEncoders (SAAE)

SAAE is built on the basis of two advanced ideas: seq2seq models[10], adversarial
autoencoder [9]. Seq2seq has been proposed for machine translation tasks [10]
and it is well adapted when there are complex and eventually long term dependencies or forward references in the sequence data. It consists of an encoder and
a decoder and both of them are built on RNN. Given a sequence x = x1 , ..., xT ,
the encoder encodes x into a latent vector: z = Enc(x) which is a fixed dimensional vector (usually low dimensional). Then, the decoder aims to reconstruct
the input sequence from the latent vector z. It is expressed as x̂ = Dec(Enc(x)).
The model is trained by minimising the reconstruction error on the training set,
Ex∼pdata [∆(x, Dec(Enc(x)))] where ∆ is a distance between a sequence x and
its reconstruction by the autoencoder x̂ = Dec(Enc(x)).
In the generation process, we wish we can generate a new motion sequence
from a given latent vector z which includes all the information of the motion
to be generated. For achieving this, we need to know the distribution of the
latent vector z. Therefore, we exploit adversarial learning to enforce the distribution of the latent codes z to satisfying a prior distribution p(z). Then in
the generation stage, a z can be sampled from the prior distribution p(z) and
fed into the decoder to obtain a new motion sequence. The adversarial learning
part introduces a discriminator, D, into the modeling whose training samples
come from two sources: On the one hand, the outputs of the encoder Enc(x), for
real data x. On the other hand, noise vectors sampled from a prior distribution
p(z). The discriminator is trained to distinguish which source an input comes
from while the encoder aims at increasing the probability that the discriminator
makes a mistake, i.e. fooling the discriminator. It is a two player game. The
whole training process of SAAE can be expressed as follows (1) and its structure
is illustrated in Fig.1.
n
min max Ex∼pdata [∆(x, Dec(Enc(x)))] + Ex∼pdata [log (D(Enc(x)))]
Enc,Dec D
(1)
o
+ Ez∼p(z) [log(1 − d(z))]
where the D(·) represent the output of the discriminator.
In order to exploit the contextual information (e.g. activity, emotion...), one
may add contextual information as input to both the encoder and the decoder in
the training process. This implicitly induces the model to learn the dependency
between the motion and the contextual information. In any case after learning
a SAAE, the decoder may be used to generate a sequence as explained above.
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Experiments

We performed experiments with the Emilya Dataset [3]. It includes motion capture sequences performed by 12 actors corresponding to 8 activities performed

Fig. 1: Illustration of the Sequential Adversarial AutoEncoder (unfolded in time)
under 8 emotions. Each actor recorded each of 8 activity under each of the 8 emotions. All data are captured by 120Hz rate. Data are segmented, i.e. one sequence
corresponds to a single activity performed by an actor under one emotion.
We first compare the standard seq2seq and SAAE with respect to their performance as a generative model.We follow [4,1] and use Gaussian Parzen Estimator. For each of these two models, we use its generated sequences to fit
a Gaussian Parzen estimator which is the estimated PDF represented by this
model. Then we randomly select 10 000 test sequences and we compute the
mean log-likelihood of these under each of these two estimators. Note that to
get a generative model from the standard seq2seq model we first estimate the
distribution of latent vectors assuming a Gaussian distribution. The results are
reported in Table 1 and show that SAAE outperforms Seq2Seq as a generative
model on the test set.
Models
EmilyaDataset
Seq2Seq 1704.85 ± 5.117
SAAE 1722.53 ± 3.344

Table 1: Likelihood of the training data by a generative model gained from
traditional (Seq2Seq) and from an adversarial (SAAE) learning.
Figure 2 shows examples of generated motion sequences from these two conditional SAAE. These qualitative results show that conditional SAAE can learn the
variations corresponding to the contextual label and generate plausible motions
matching the specified activity or emotion. More animation examples are available at https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B8-1q1MI01iJalhPcmxvZmpiMFk.
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Conclusion

We proposed to mix two recent ideas, adversarial learning and sequence to sequence models for proposing new models for the synthesis of motion capture

”Lift”

”Simple Walk”

”Sadness”

”Pride”

Fig. 2: Examples of generated motion from activity-conditioned (”Lift”,”Simple
Walk”) and from emotion-conditioned SAAE (”Sadness”,”Pride”)

animations, with a conditional variant enabling synthesizing new sequences with
a high level of monitoring.
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